Post-Maintenance Foreign Objects Damage (FOD) Prevention

1. Introduction

A Foreign Object Damage (FOD) is any damage attributed to an object, referred to as Foreign Object Debris (FOD), that is not part of an aircraft. FODs are usually associated to external causes like runway debris or bird strikes, but they can also be caused by foreign objects inside the aircraft, in which case they are referred to as internal FODs.

Internal FODs generally result from maintenance or outstanding work on aircraft, and may be divided into several families:
- Debris (swarf, chips, paper, rubber,...)
- Hardware (consumables like rivets, nuts...)  
- Tools (mainly hand tools like screwdrivers, wrenches, lights, drilling tools, ...)
- Protections (plastic, foam,...)

The common point to all these families is that they may all affect the safety of operations, depending on where they are located on-board aircraft.

This article will illustrate, through a few examples, how foreign objects may impact safety and will give some recommendations on how to implement an efficient prevention program to minimize FOD occurrences.

2. Examples of FODs

There are many ways in which a foreign object can impair safety: a small metallic part may lead to an electric arc inside an electric cupboard, a plastic sheet may clog a bleed pipe or a fuel pump etc...

Here is an in-service incident, which illustrates the potential effect of internal foreign objects: on a landing A380, the crew perceived an electrical burning smell. They were then unable to stow an engine and experienced problems with the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU). Then, at power-off, the Ram Air Turbine (RAT) deployed.

Post-flight investigation revealed that the aircraft’s Primary Electrical Power Distribution Centre (PEPDC), located at the rear of the cockpit, was partially burnt.

The root cause for the short circuit was a contact pin, which had migrated through the ventilation grid of the equipment (fig. 1).

Here are three examples of different foreign objects that were luckily found before any damage could be created:
- Gloves, earplugs, metal clamps and a plastic cap were discovered in the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) compartment. It was determined that these objects could have lead to an APU shutdown (fig. 2).
A wrench was found in the horizontal stabilizer. This FOD could have lead to a blockage of the elevator servo control (Fig. 3 & 4).

3. FOD Prevention

Herewith are six recommendations to implement an efficient FOD prevention program:

- Define FOD risk zones
- Introduce housekeeping/cleanliness rules
- Manage hand tools
- Introduce FOD declaration, recording and feedback
- Train for FOD awareness
- Involve the management.

3.1 Definition of FOD Risk Zones

An aircraft may be divided into three classes of FOD risk zones:

- **Non-sensitive zones**: characterized by a low risk of FOD e.g. primary parts, sections/products without zones closure.
- **Sensitive zones**: characterized by a moderate FOD risk. The zones are closed, but the impact of foreign objects is assessed as limited, notably concerning the migration of these foreign objects to other areas e.g. cabin overhead bins.
- **Critical zones**: characterized by a major FOD risk. The zones are closed and a clear safety impact has been identified. There is a high risk of migration of foreign objects to adjacent areas e.g. avionic or electrical bays, tanks, servo-valves or pipes.

Once the zoning has been defined, decisions have to be taken regarding:

- **The visual identification of these zones**, through standardized FOD logos, ground markings, etc
- **The rules to be applied within these zones**, linked to access rights, work rules, tool usage and carriage of personal objects.
- **The communication channels to be used**, to ensure that the rules are widely known and understood by all stakeholders.

3.2 Introduction of Housekeeping and Cleanliness Rules

Introducing proper housekeeping and cleanliness rules will help minimizing the number of foreign objects. The 5S standard (ref A) has been originally developed by the automotive industry. This international standard calls for a reduction of the number of tools and other objects to be used in the work areas and contains simple rules related to housekeeping and cleanliness.

A good practice to avoid FODs, is to install code protected lockers in the vicinity of FOD risky areas, where personnel entering these zones may leave non-useful tools and personal objects like mobile phone, money, keys etc (Fig. 5). A further good practice is to define a dress code including work-wears without pockets, but with a dedicated belt and bag to carry a limited number of personal objects like a pen or handkerchief (Fig. 6).
3.3 Management of Hand Tools
Managing hand tools is key to avoid having screwdrivers, lights, wrenches, drill bits, etc. remain in the aircraft. Several solutions should be considered:

- Equipping tool boxes/cabinets with shadow boards, one form per tool, allows to easily detect missing tools (Fig. 7).
- Introducing inventory rules at the beginning and end of each shift ensures that no missing tool goes undetected.
- Limiting access to tool cabinets by badge ensures that only the authorized user of that cabinet will utilize the enclosed tools.
- Setting RFID chips on individual tools will allow for an efficient tracing.
- Tools kitting consist in having small tools boxes or mallets prepared with only the tools needed for a specified job, not more!
- Means should be put in place to declare lost tools and to analyse the data so as to come up with answers to reduce these occurrences. These solutions should then be promoted to the shop floor. The implementation of a lost tool process highlights the message that leaving a tool in an aircraft is not acceptable. The personnel declaring a loss is expected to do his/her best to relocate the missing effect.
- Tools identification, through laser etching for example, will ease the missing tool list cross-checking when a tool is found. It will also allow to identify the owner of the tool.

3.4 FOD Declaration, Recording and Feedback
The declaration, recording and communication about lost tools should be broadened to encompass all families of foreign objects. All foreign objects should be declared and recorded. FOD trends should be analysed to identify why they are left in the aircraft and pertinent mitigation means should be defined. Last but not least, these mitigation means should then be actively promoted to all stakeholders to ensure a good implementation.

3.5 Training for FOD Awareness
The training allows to:
- Make people aware that foreign objects left in an aircraft may impact safety, thereby obtaining their adherence to FOD mitigation procedures.
- Inform personnel on how to follow these procedures.

3.6 Involvement of the Management
The implementation of an efficient FOD prevention program needs the active involvement of the management at all levels of the hierarchy. This requires a constant effort over time to ensure that habits change durably. It is up to the management to clearly indicate that fighting FODs is a priority, and to put in place the needed mitigation measures.

4. Conclusion
Internal foreign objects may take many forms, but they all potentially represent a threat to safe aircraft operation.

This threat should be mitigated by implementing a sound Foreign Object Damage (FOD) program, which calls for:
- The definition of FOD risk zones
- The introduction of housekeeping and cleanliness rules
- The management of hand tools
- The declaration, analysis of recordings and feedback of mitigation means against FODs
- The training for FOD awareness
- The involvement of the management.

All above recommendations are currently being implemented by Airbus on its manufacturing sites.
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